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Conditions
Indoor:DB27°C/WB19°C
Outdoor:DB35°C/WB24°C
Indoor air flow:Super High
Pipe length:5m

Conditions
Indoor:DB20°C/WB15°C
Outdoor:DB7°C/WB6°C
Indoor air flow:Super High
Pipe length:5m
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Conditions
Indoor:DB27°C/WB19°C
Outdoor:DB35°C/WB24°C
Indoor air flow:Super High
Pipe length:5m

Conditions
Indoor:DB20°C/WB15°C
Outdoor:DB7°C/WB6°C
Indoor air flow:Super High
Pipe length:5m
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Please don't touch any terminal 
when the voltage of terminal 
P(DC+)  and N(DC-) at AP1 is 
higher than 30V to prevent the 
risk of electric shock !
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Temperature Parameter
 Room setting temperature (Tpreset)
 Room ambient temperature (Tamb.) (temperature sensor :15K, partial pressure resistance:15K)
 Surface temperature of copper pipe for indoor heat exchanger (Tindoor tube) (temperature sensor: 20K, partial pressure resistance: 20K)

1. Basic Functions of System
(1) Cooling Mode
1. In this mode, indoor fan and swing will operate according to the setting status. The temperature setting range is 16~30oC.(Fahrenheit: 61~86oC).
2. When the unit stop operation due to malfunction of outdoor unit or protection, indoor unit will keep original operating status. Malfunction code will be displayed.
3. When 0≤(Tpreset-Tamb.), if the indoor unit is operating at high fan speed, the speed of fan will change to medium fan speed; if the indoor unit is operating at medium or 
low fan speed, the speed of fan will keep the same; (This condition can only be carried out after the compressor is started up);
Theres no change for super-high fan speed; when (Tamb.-Tpreset)≥1oC, the fan speed will resume setting fan speed;
(2) Dry Mode
1. In this mode, fan will operate at low fan speed and swing will operate at setting status. The temperature setting range is 16~30oC.(Fahrenheit: 61~86oF).
2. When the unit stop operation due to malfunction of outdoor unit or protection, indoor unit will keep original operating status. Malfunction code will be displayed.
(3) Fan Mode
1. In this mode, indoor fan will operate at high, medium, low or auto fan speed. Compressor, indoor fan and the four-way valve will all stop operation.
2. In this mode, the temperature setting range is 16~30oC.(Fahrenheit: 61~86oF).
(4) Heating Mode
1. In this mode, the temperature setting range is 16~30oC. (Fahrenheit: 61~86oF).
2. Working condition and process of heating: when the unit is turned on in heating mode, indoor unit enters into anti-cold air condition; when the unit is tuned off, the unit 
will enter into the condition of blowing residual heat.
3. Protection function: in heating mode, when the compressor is stopped due to malfunction, indoor fan will operate at the condition of blowing residual heat.
4. Defrosting control: after receiving the defrosting signal from outdoor unit, Indoor Indicator Display (during blinking, ON 0.5s and OFF 0.5s).
5. Anti-cold function
6. Blowing residual heat function;
a. During heating operation, when the stopping condition for the compressor is reached, the compressor and the outdoor fan motor stop operation. The upper& down 
horizontal louver will rotate to the horizontal position L. The indoor fan will be stopped after operating for 60s at setting speed.
b. Due to the blockage of PG motor, horizontal louver will keep the stop position when the unit is turned off. (In other modes) When the unit is stopped due to other mal-
functions, up&down horizontal louver will rotate to horizontal position L. The indoor fan will be stopped after operating for 60s at setting speed.
c. If the unit is turned off when the compressor is operating in heating mode or auto heating mode, up&down horizontal louver will rotate to horizontal position L. The in-
door fan will be stopped after operating for 60s at setting speed.
(5) Auto Mode
1. When Tamb.≥26oC, the unit will operate in cooling mode. The implied setting temperature is 25oC. ((Fahrenheit: 77oF).
2. Heat pump type: when Tamb.≤22oC, the unit will operate in heating mode. The implied setting temperature is 20oC. (Fahrenheit: 68oF).
3. Cooling only unit: when Tamb.≤22oC, the unit will operate in fan mode. The implied setting temperature is 25 oC. (Fahrenheit: 77oF).
4. When 23oC≤Tindoor amb. ≤25o

mode from other mode, it will keep the previous operation mode (if the unit is switched to auto mode from dry mode, the unit will operate at auto fan mode).
2. Display Status of Indoor Indicator
(1) Status of Indoor Display Board
1. After energization, all the icons will be displayed and then only the power indicator is bright. When the unit is turned on by remote controller, the operation indicator will 
be bright. Meanwhile, the current setting operation mode will be displayed.
2. During defrosting, Indoor Indicator Display (during blinking, ON 0.5s and OFF 0.5s).
3. “Dual-8” displays setting temperature.

 Display of Operation Icon and Mode Icon
After energization, all the icons will be displayed for once. In standby status, the operation indicator will be in red. If turn on the unit by remote controller, the operating 
indication icon will be bright. Meanwhile, the current setting operation mode will be displayed (mode indicator: cooling indicator, heating indicator, dry indicator). If turn off 
the light button, all displays will be turned off.

 Temperature display control mode for split type unit
1. When user set the remote controller as the setting temperature display status, the current setting temperature will be displayed on remote controller.
2. Only when the remote control signal is switched to indoor ambient temperature display status from other display status, controller will display the indoor ambient tem-
perature for 3s and then turn back to display the setting temperature.
3. When user hasnt set the temperature displaying status, it will be displayed according to the setting temperature.
(2)Malfunction Display of Indoor Unit

Indoor Unit



When multiple malfunctions occurred simultaneously, malfunction protection codes will be displayed in cycle.
3.Other Control Target
(1) Up&down swing function: the mode for swing motor is MP28VB(18K),MP35XX(24K).

air outlet.
If swing function has not been set after startup of the unit, up & down horizontal louver will clockwise turn to position 
D in HEAT mode, or clockwise turn to level position L in other modes.
If setting swing function while starting up the unit, the horizontal louver will swing between L and D.
There are 7 kinds of swing status of horizontal louver: Positions L, A, B, C and D, swing between L and D and stop at 
any position between L and D.
Upon turning off the unit, the horizontal louver will close at position 0. Swing function is available only when swing 
function set and indoor fan is operating.
Note: If the position is set between L and B, A and C or B and D by remote controller, the horizontal louver will swing between L and D.
L----A----B----C----D

L

（0℃）o

(2) Buzzer
Upon energization and operation, the buzzer will give out sound.
(3) Auto Button
After pressing this button, the unit will operate in auto mode. Indoor fan will operate at auto fan speed and swing motor will operate. Press
this button again to turn off the unit. The complete unit is energized when pressing the button and the complete unit will enter into fast
testing status. After energization, if its detected that the auto button is pressed down and the complete unit is at fast testing status, the fast
testing status will be exited.
(4) Sleep Function
This mode is only valid in cooling and heating mode. The unit will select the appropriate sleeping curve to operate according to the different 
setting temperature.
During cooling mode:
(1) When the initial temperature is set as 16~23oC, after starting up the sleep function, the temperature will increase by1oC every one hour.
After the temperature has increased by 3oC, the unit will keep this temperature. When the unit has operated for 7 hours, the temperature
will decrease by 1oC and then the unit will operate at this temperature all the time;
(2) When the initial temperature is set as 24~27oC, after starting up the sleep function, the temperature will increase by1oC every one hour.
After the temperature has increased by 2oC, the unit will keep this temperature. When the unit has operated for 7 hours, the temperature
will decrease by 1oC and then the unit will operate at this temperature all the time;
(3) When the initial temperature is set as 28~29oC, after starting up the sleep function, the temperature will increase by1oC every one hour.
After the temperature has increased by 1oC, the unit will keep this temperature. When the unit has operated for 7 hours, the temperature
will decrease by 1oC and then the unit will operate at this temperature all the time;
(4) When the initial temperature is set as 30oC, the unit will operate at this temperature. After the unit has operate for 7hours, the 
temperature will decrease by 1oC and then the unit will operate at this temperature all the time.
During Heating Mode:
(1) When the initial temperature is set at 16oC, the unit will operate at this temperature all the time;
(2)When the initial temperature is set as 17~20oC, after starting up the sleep function, the temperature will decrease by1oC every one hour.
After the temperature is decreased by 1oC, the unit will operate at this temperature;
(3)When the initial temperature is set as 21~27oC, after starting up the sleep function, the temperature will decrease by1oC every one hour.
After the temperature is decreased by 2oC, the unit will operate at this temperature;
(3)When the initial temperature is set as 28~30oC, after starting up the sleep function, the temperature will decrease by1oC every one hour.
After the temperature is decreased by 3oC, the unit will operate at this temperature;
General timer and clock timer functions are compatible by equipping different functions of remote controller.
(5) Timer Function
General timer and clock timer functions are compatible by equipping different functions of remote controller.
General timer:
Timer ON:
If timer ON is set during operation of the unit, the unit will continue to operate. If timer ON is set at unit OFF, upon ON time reaches the unit 
will start to operate according to previous setting status.
Timer OFF:
If timer OFF is set at unit OFF, the system will keep standby status. If timer OFF is set at unit ON, upon OFF time reaches the unit will stop 
operation.

 

A
B
C

D

(1) Timer ON:
If Timer ON is set when the system runs,it will continue to run;if Timer ON is set when the system is off,the system will start to run in the original 
setting mode when timer on time is reached.
(2) Timer OFF:
If Timer OFF is set when the system is off,the system keeps stand-by status;if Timer OFF is set when the system is on,the system stops when 
reaching timer off time.

Clock timer



Indoor fan can be set at super-high, high, medium or low. Meanwhile, the fan will operate at super-high, high, medium and low fan speed 
respectively and it can also set at auto fan speed.
(8) Memory Function
Memory content includes mode, up & down swing, light, set temperature and set fan speed, general timer (clock timer cant be 
memorized), Upon power failure, the unit after power recovery will automatically start operation according to memorized content. The 
unit, without timer setting before power failure, will operate according to the last setting after power recovery. The unit, with general timer 

there is timer function in the last remote controller command but setting time has reached, the system will act as timer on/off setting before 
power failure. After power failure, the system memorizes the operation states before power failure without timer action. Clock timer can not 
be memorized.
(9) Locked protection to PG motor
If the indoor fan motors rotational speed after startup keeps slow for a continuous period of time, the unit will stop operation and display “H6”.
(10)Turbo Function
This function can be set in cooling or heating mode to quickly cool or heat the room(Turbo function is not available in auto, dry and fan 
mode). After pressing the turbo button, indoor fan will operate at super-high fan speed.
4. Malfunction Detection for Temperature sensor
(1) Indoor ambient temperature sensor:
Malfunction of temperature sensor will be detected at any time;
(2) Indoor tube temperature sensor
Malfunction of temperature sensor wont be detected during defrosting period. It starts detecting the malfunction of temperature sensor 

(3) Protection of temperature sensor
1. When the temperature sensor is detected short circuit for 5s successively:
The detected temperature by the temperature sensor is too high and the complete unit will stop operation, meanwhile, the protection and 
malfunction of temperature sensor will be displayed accordingly.
2. When the temperature sensor is detected open circuit for 5s successively: The unit will stop operation due to protection and the 
corresponding malfunction of temperature sensor will be displayed directly.

(3) Timer Change:
Timer ON and Timer OFF can be set via remote ON/OFF button,Timer time can be reset and the system will operate according to the latest 
setting.
When the unit is on and Timer ON and Timer OFF are both set,the system will operate according to the set state.When the timer off time is 
reathed,the system will stop.
When the system stops,and Timer On and Timer OFF are both set,the system will remain stop until timer on time is reached.After that,the unit 
will operate according to the set mode everyday when the Timer oN time is reached.When the Timer OFF time is reached,the system will stop.if 
timer on time is the same as timer off time ,the system will stop.
(6) Blow Function
Blow function can be set in cooling and dry mode.
(7) Indoor Fan Control



(1) If Toutdoor ambient ≥ [Tlow-temperature cooling], the temperature can be set at: 16~30oC (Cooling at room temperature);
(2) If Toutdoor ambient < [Tlow-temperature cooling], the temperature can be set at: 25~30oC (Cooling at low temperature), that is, the minimum setting 
temperature for outdoor unit judgment is 25oC.
(2) Dry Mode
1. Conditions and processes of dry operations: Same as the cooling mode;
2. The temperature setting range is: 16~30oC;
(3) Fan Mode
1. The compressor, outdoor fan and four-way valve are switched off;
2. The temperature setting range is: 16~30oC.
(4) Heating Mode
1. Conditions and processes of heating operations: (Tindoor ambient is the actual detection temperature of indoor environment thermo-bulb, ΔTheating indoor ambient temperature compensation 

is the indoor ambient temperature compensation during heating operations)
(1) If the compressor is stop, and [(Tindoor ambient –ΔTheating indoor ambient temperature compensation) –Tpreset] ≤ 0.5oC, start the machine to enter into heating 
operations for heating;
(2) During operations of heating, if 0oC ≤ [(Tindoor ambient –ΔTheating indoor ambient temperature compensation) –Tpreset] < 2oC, the heating operation will be still 
running;
(3) During operations of heating, if 2oC ≤ [(Tindoor ambient –ΔTheating indoor ambient temperature compensation) –Tpreset], the heating operation will stop after 
reaching the temperature point.
2. The temperature setting range in this mode is: 16~30oC.
(5) Defrosting Control
1. After the time for defrosting is judged to be satisfied, if the temperature for defrosting is satisfied after detections for continuous 
3minutes, the defrosting operation will start.
2. Start to defrost: Compressor stops and starts up 55S later;

(1) Toutdoor pipe≥ 12oC;
(2) Toutdoor ambient<-5oC, and the Toutdoor pipe≥ 6oC last more than 80S;
(3) The continuous running time of defrosting reaches to 8min.

2. Basic Functions
(1) Cooling Mode
1. Conditions and processes of cooling operation:
(1) If the compressor is stop, and [Tpreset – (Tindoor ambient – ΔTcooling indoor ambient temperature compensation)] ≤ 0.5oC, start up the unit for cooling, and start to 
cooling operation;
(2) During operations of cooling, if 0oC ≤ [Tpreset – (Tindoor ambient –ΔTcooling indoor ambient temperature compensation)] < 2oC, the cooling operation will be still 
running;
(3) During operations of cooling, if 2oC ≤ [Tpreset – (Tindoor ambient –ΔTcooling indoor ambient temperature compensation)], the cooling operation will stop after 
reaching to the temperature point.
2. Temperature setting range

1. Input Parameter Compensation and Calibration
(1) Check the input parameter compensation function
As the instruction feature of split unit, concerning the comfortable, in heating mode, the indoor ambient temperature of compressor 
stopping time is higher than preset temperature.
(2) Check effective judgment controls of parameters
Effective judgment function of the outdoor exhaust temperature thermo-bulb
When conditions a and b are satisfied, the outdoor exhaust temperature thermo-bulb is judged not to be connected into place, the 
mainboard of outer units will display failure of the outdoor exhaust temperature thermo-bulb (not connected into place), stop the unit for 
repairing, and resume it by remote controls of ON/OFF.

Outdoor Units



(9) Current protection
1. If 12A≤I alternating-current, running frequency of compressor will be decreased or stop to increase will be occurred;
2. If 17A≤I alternating-current, the unit will stop; and compressor has stopped for 3min, the unit will resume running;
3. If the unit stops as compressor discharge temperature for 6 times, it can not resume running automatically and display malf unction, it can 
resume by pressing ON/OFF. During operation, if the time exceeds compressor running time, the time of compressor discharge temperature 
stop will zero clearing.
(10) Drop off voltage

start up automatically 3min later.
(11) Communication malfunction
If the unit does not receive correct signal from indoor unit for 3min continuously, the unit will stop as communication malfunction protection; 
if communication malfunction resume and compressor has stopped for 3min, the unit will resume running.
(12) IPM module protection
When the compressor starts, if there is overcurrent or control voltage low for IPM module as some abnormal results, IPM will detect module 
protection signal as the unit is on. Once the module protective signal is detected, stop the unit with module protection immediately. If the 
module protection is resumed and compressor has stopped for 3min, the unit will be allowed to operate. If the module protection continu-
ously occurs for three times, it should not be resumed automatically, and you should press the ON/OFF button to resume. If the running 
time of compressor exceeds the [tProtection times clearing of module], the module protection is cleared to recount.
(13) Compressor overload protection
1. If the switch of compressor overload de-energized is detected for 3S continuously, the system will stop as protection;
2. If the overload protection is resumed and compressor has stopped for 3min, the unit will be allowed to operate.
3. If the unit stops as compressor overload protection occurred for 3 times continuously, it can not resume running automatically and display 
malfunction, it can resume by pressing ON/OFF; and the times of compressor overload protection will be cleared after the compressor has 
run for 30min.

(8) 4-way valve control

2. When the unit is on in heating mode, the 4-way valve is energized;
3. When the unit is on in heating mode and heating mode shift to other modes, the 4-way valve will be de-energized after compressor 
stops for 2min;
4. After protection stops, the 4-way valve will be de-energized after 4min;
5. Start to defrost: The power of 4-way valve will be de-energized after the compressor stops;

(6) Compressor Control
1. The frequency of compressor will be controlled with the relationship of ambient temperature and preset temperature and changing 
speed of ambient temperature;
2. Start the compressor after starting cooling, heating, dry operations, and the outdoor fan start for 5s;
3. When the unit is off, in safety stops and switching to fan mode, the compressor will stop immediately;
4. In all modes: once the compressor starts up, it will not be allowed to stop until having run for the [Tmin. Compressor running time] (Note: including 
cases of shutdown when the temperature point is reached; except the cases requiring stopping the compressor such as fault protection, 
remote shutdown, mode switching etc.);
5. In all modes: once the compressor stops, it will be allowed be restart after 3-minute delay (Note: The indoor units have a function of 
power memory, the machine can be restarted after remote shutdown and powering up again without delay).
(7) Outdoor Fan Control
1. When the unit is off by remote control, in safety stops and stop after reaching to the temperature point.
2. In fan mode: The outdoor fan stops;
3. Start to defrost: Outdoor fan will stop after compressor stops for 50S;
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Preparation before installation

Prepare toolsRead the requirements 
for electric connection

select installation 
location

Select indoor unit 
installation location

Install wall-mounting 
frame, drill wall holes

Connect pipes of indoor 
unit and drainage pipe

Connect wires of indoor unit

Connect wires of outdoor unit

Bind up pipes and 
hang the indoor unit

Make the bound pipes pass 
through the wall hole and then
 connect outdoor unit

Neaten the pipes

Vacuum pumping and leakage detection

Check after installation and test operation

Finish installation

Note: this flow is only for reference; please find the more detailed installation steps in this section.

Select outdoor unit 
installation location

Install the support of outdoor unit
(select it according to the actual situation)

Install drainage joint of outdoor unit 
(only for cooling and heating unit)

Connect pipes of outdoor unit

 Start installation

Fix outdoor unit





Outlet
pipe

Drain hose

Drain hose

Tape

Outlet pipe

Insulating pipe

Torque wrench

Open-end 
wrench

Indoor pipe

Pipe

Union nut

Union nutPipe joint Pipe

Left Rear left

Right
Rear right

Cut off
the hole

Left Right Drain hose

Insulating pipe

Φ

Indoor Outdoor

Left

Wall

Φ55/70mm Φ55/70mm
Right

Mark in the middle of it Level meter

Rear piping hole

Wall

Space  
to the  
wall 
above 
150mm

Space  
to the  
wall 
above 
150mm

Rear piping hole



Indoor unit Gas
pipe

Indoor and
outdoor power cord

Liquid 
pipe

Drain hose
Band

Drain hose BandConnection pipe

Indoor power cord

Wiring cover

ScrewPanel

Indoor Outdoor
Wall pipe

Sealing gum
Upper hook

Lower hook of
wall-mounting frame

connection wire sleeve

Note: The wiring connect is for reference only, 
please refer to the actual one.

Wire clip

Wiring board

blue black brown yellow-
green

Connect to outdoor unit

Cooling and heating unit

2N(1) 3



handle

valve

N(1) 2 3

 

Indoor unit connection

N(1) N3 L2

blue
black

black

brown

brown

yellow-
greenbrownblue

Power
NL

yellow-
green

yellow-
green

GWH24RD-K3DNA8C/O
GWH18RC-K3DNA8C/O

GWH18RC-K3DNA3C/O
GWH24RD-K3DNA3C/O

Indoor unit connection

blue

The drain hos
can't raise
upwards

gas pipe

Liquid pipe

Liquid
valve

gas valve
Union nut

Pipe joint

Foot holes

Foot holes

Chassis
Outdoor drain joint

Drain hose

Drain vent

At least 3cm above the floor

U-shaped curve

Wall

Drain hose



Liquid valve

Gas valve

Refrigerant charging
vent

Nut of refrigerant
Charging vent

Vacuum pump

Piezometer

Valve cap

Lo Hi

Inner hexagon
spanner

Open
Close

The drain hose can't be fluctuant

The drain hose
can't be fluctuant The water 

outlet can't be
fluctuant

The water outlet 
can't be placed
in water



 



  











 
Troubleshooting for 
F1,F2 malfunction

Is
the wiring terminal between the 

temperature sensor and the controller 
loosened or poorly contacted?

Insert the temperature 
sensor tightly

yes

Is malfunction  
eliminated

Is there short circuit due to trip-over of 
the parts?

Make the parts upright

yes

Is malfunction
eliminated

Replace the mainboard 
with the same model.

End

no

no

Is the 
temperature sensor  normal according 

to the Resistance 
Table?

no

Replace it with a
temperature sensor 
with the same model

no

yes

yesIs malfunction 
removed

no

yes

yes

no



Measure the voltage of this foot to neutral 
wire on the mainboard

 Troubleshooting for 
H6 malfunction

         Stir the blade 
with a tool to see whether 
         the blade  rotates 
              smoothly

Is the 
control terminal of PG motor

  connected tightly ?

Replace PG motor

End

yes

no

Is malfunction
eliminated

yes

no

Insert the control 
terminal of PG 
motor tightly

no

no

Stir the blade by 
hand to see whether 

the blade  rotate s
smoothly

Reinstall the blade and 
motor correctly

Is malfunction 
eliminated

no

no yes

yes

Turn on the 
unit  again ; measure whether the output 
voltage on control terminal for PG motor 
is more than 50V  within 1 min after the 

louvers are opened

no

yes

yes

Is the motor
 started up

no

Is malfunction 
eliminated

yes

yes

yesno

yes

Is malfunction
eliminated

Tighten the screw; reassemble the blade, motor 
and shaft bearing rubber base sub-assy to make 
sure there is no foreign object between them

Replace the mainboard 
with the same model.



Appearance of 
the jumper cap

 Troubleshooting for C5 
malfunction

Is there jumper cap on the 
mainboard?

Is
the jumper cap inserted 

correctly and
 tightly?

Replace the  jumper cap 
with the same model

End

yes

yes

Assemble the jumper 
cap with the same 
model

no

Is malfunction 
eliminatedno

yes

Insert the 
jumper cap 

tightly

Is malfunction 
eliminated

no

no yes

Is malfunction  
eliminated

no

yes

Replace the mainboard 
with the same model.



  

  

 

  

 

no 

no 

no 

no 

yes 

no 

no 

  

End 

yes Malfunction is 
eliminated

Is the supply voltage unstable
 with big fluctuation?

Is the supply voltage too low 
with overload?

       The fan is abnormal? Fan 
speed is too low or fan doesn’t rotate

                           Measure the 
              current of live wireon the main 
     board with a clamp ampere meter. Is the 
       current higher than the value of the 
                 overcurrent protection?

                           Is there blockage inside 
               the system? (Filth blockage, ice plug, 
   greasy blockage, the Y-valve hasn’t been opened 
                                  completely)

                           Is the compressor running
          abnormally? Is there abnormal sound or oil 
              leakage; is the temperature of the shell 
                                  too high, etc.?

                Is the indoor / outdoor 
heat exchanger too dirty,or are the air inlet 
                and outlet blocked?

Normal fluctuation is within 10 % of the rated 
voltage on the nameplate

Malfunction is 
eliminated

. 

no 

yes . 

no 

yes . 

no 

 yes 

no 

no 

no 

yes 

no 

yes . 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Malfunction is 
eliminated

Malfunction is 
eliminated

Malfunction is 
eliminated

Malfunction is 
eliminated

Malfunction is 
eliminated

Malfunction is 
eliminated

Troubleshooting 
for E5 malfunction

Adjust the supply voltage to maintain it within 
normal range

Clean the indoor and outdoor heat exchangers 
and remove the blockage of air inlet and outlet

Check the motor and reinstall the motor to have
the fan run normally

Replace the mainboard with the same model

Replace the mainboard with the same model

Flush the heat exchangers with high pressure 
nitrogen

Replace the mainboard with 
the same model



Troubleshooting 
for U8 malfunction

Re-energize1
minute after
de-erergization

U8 is still 
displayed

The unit returns to normal.
Conclusion:U8 is displayed due
to instant energization afte de-
energization while the capacitor
discharges slowly.

The zero-cross detection
circuit of the mainboard is
defined abnormal.Replace 
the mainboard with the same 
model 

End 

No

Yes



N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

 

Turn on the unit and 
wait 1 minute

Use AC voltmeter to measure 
the voltage on the two ends 
of electrolytic capacitor 
(see fig 30)

Voltage higher 
than 200V?

Malfunction of 
the outdoor 
mainboard AP1

Replace outdoor 
mainboard

Measure the voltage 
input with AC voltmeter
(see fig 30)

Voltage within 
180VAC~260VAC?

Shut down the power and wait 20 
minutes; or use DC voltmeter to 
measure the voltage on the two 
ends of electrolytic capacitor 
until the voltage is lower than 20V

Check the connection 
of reactor and connection 
wire

If the wiring of 
reactor L is normal?

Replace outdoor 
mainboard AP1

End

Power supply is 
abnormal; repair 
the power supply 
to restore the range 
between 180VAC
~260VAC

Power on and 
restart the unit Is the Vmalfunction 

     eliminated?

Is the Vmalfunction 
     eliminated?

Connect the 
connection 
wire of reactor 
L correctly

Power on and 
restart the unit



 

N

N

Y
N

Y

Y

Y

N

N
N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

H5, H7 or P5 is 
displayed after 
turning on the unit

Measure if the voltage 
input is within 180~265V 
with AC voltmeter
     (see fig 30)

The compressor 
is well connected
with mainboard 
        AP1?

Heat exchanger is 
blocked with dirt?

Clean the heat exchanger 
to improve its performance

Restart the unit

Restart the unit

Restart the unit

Restart the unit

The unit starts 
operation again

The unit starts 
operation again

The unit starts 
operation again

The unit starts 
operation again

Repair power supply to make 
the power voltage normal

Check if system pressure 
           is too high?

Adjust refrigerant 
charging amount

Replace outdoor 
mainboard AP1

Replace compressor

Does the unit 
work normally

End

Adjust it properly 
according to wiring 
diagram 5.1



Y

N

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

 

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

E8 is displayed

              If the outdoor 
ambient temperature is higher
              than 53℃?

Normal protection, please 
use it after improving the 
outdoor ambient temperature

Unit restarts 
   normally

Unit restarts 
   normally

If the radiating of indoor 
and outdoor unit is good?

Improve the radiating environment 
of unit (clean the heat exchanger 
and remove surrounding obstacles)

If the indoor and outdoor 
fan are running normally? Connect normally? Adjust the 

connection

Replace outdoor 
mainboard

Replace mainboard

Replace Motor

Replace Fan 
   capacitorFan capacitor is broken?

Motor is broken?

End



 

If the stop time of compressor 
       is more than 3min?

The stop time is not sufficient and 
the high and low pressure of system 
is not balanced , please start the unit 
after 3min

         If the compressor wire 
COMP(UVW) is well connected and 
   connection sequence is correct?

Check the connection situation 
of outdoor mainboard AP1 and 
compressor COMP, and the 
connect it according to wiring 
diagram

If the refrigerant charging 
 amount is too much?

Does the unit 
start up normally?

Charge the refrigerant 
according to service 
manual

Does the unit 
start up normally?

Replace outdoor 
mainboard AP1

Is the malfunction 
   eliminated?

Replace the 
compressor

End

Turn on the unit





 

Y

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

H3 or E4 is displayed

30min after power off the unit

If the overload protector SAT 
      is well connected?

                    Under ambient temperature, 
test the resistance of overload protector with ohmmeter; 
                resistance value should be＜1000ohm

If the wiring terminal FA of electronic 
expansion valve is well connected?

 Replace EKV coil of electronic expansion valve

Check the situation of refrigerant; if there is leakage, 
please charge refrigerant according to the service 
manual

Compressor overload protection terminal is not 
connected well with the mainboard; reconnect 
them correctly

Heat exchange of unit is not good (heat exchanger 
is dirty and unit radiating environment is bad);
improve the radiating environment and clean the 
heat exchanger

Too much load of the system causes high temperature
 of compressor after working for a long time; 
decrease the load for operation

Is the malfunction 
    eliminated?

Is the malfunction 
    eliminated?

Is the malfunction 
    eliminated?

Is the malfunction 
    eliminated?

Is the malfunction 
    eliminated?

Replace outdoor 
mainboard AP1

End

Replace overload 
protector SAT

Connect wire 
according to wiring 
diagram



 

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

start

If power plug is connected 
well with the socket Connect the plug correctly

Check the connection wire 
between reactor mainboard 
and situation of connection

If there is short circuit or the 
connection wire is loose?

Reconnect the wire or 
replace the connection 
wire according to the 
wiring diagram.

Check the surface of reactor coil

If it is damaged? Replace the reactor Power on and 
restart the unit

Power on and 
restart the unit

Replace outdoor 
mainboard AP1

End

Is the malfunction 
    eliminated?

Is the malfunction 
    eliminated?

Is the malfunction 
    eliminated?



 
 
 
 

E6

If the unit operates normally 
      before malfunction

Check built-in wiring 
of indoor and outdoor 
unit

If the wiring is 
  damaged?

Replace the 
      wire

 Check the malfunction 
type with communication 
malfunction detector

Malfunction of outdoor 
communication circuit

Replace outdoor 
mainboard AP1

Replace indoor 
mainboard AP2

Is the malfunction 
    eliminated?

Is the malfunction 
    eliminated?

End

Check the connection 
wire according to the 
wiring diagram.

Reconnect the wire or 
replace the connection 
wire according to the 
wiring diagram.

Is the malfunction 
    eliminated?

If the connection wire
 is connected well?
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2.

1

2

Remove the filter 

Open the front panel. 

filter

1. Before disassembly 

Before disassembly 

Push the filter upward and then pull it 
outward to remove it. 

screw



3.

1

2

1

2

Remove the horizontal louver 

Remove the axile bush on the horizontal 
louver. 

Pull the horizontal louver outward to 
remove it. 

4. Remove the panel 

 

axile bush

horizontal louver

panel

display

Loosen the screws fixing the indicator.
Remove the indicator. 

Along the groove fixing front panel, slide
 the rotor shaft outward to remove the 
front panel. 



5.  

1

6.  

2 

1

2

Remove the electric box cover

Loosen the screw of the electric box cover.

Remove the electric box cover.

Remove the front case  

Open the screw cap on the front case. 

Remove the  screws fixing the front case. 

Loosen the clasps of the front case. 

electric box cover

clasps



Remove the front case. 

7. Remove the vertical louver  

Loosen the 10 clasps connecting the vertical
louver and bottom case subassembly. 

Remove the vertical louver. 

8. Remove the electric box subassembly

Disconnect the indoor tube temperature
sensor.

front case

clasps

vertical louver

temperature sensor



2

3

4

5

Remove the screws at the joint of the 
ground wire and evaporator. 

Loosen the clasp at the joint of the electric
box cover and the electric box. 

Disconnect the wiring terminal of the 
motor and step motor on the electric 
box. 

Loosen the screws fixing the electric 
box and remove the electric box. 

screw ground wire

electric box

wiring terminal 
of motor

wiring terminal 
of motor

electric box



Pipe Clamp Auxiliary piping1

1

2

 9. Remove press plate of connecting pipe

Remove the screws of the press plate of 
connecting pipe. 

Remove press plate of connecting pipe. 

10. Remove the evaporator

Remove the screws at the joint of the
evaporator and bottom case. 



3

1

2

Auxiliary piping

2

Adjust the pipe slightly to separate the
connecting pipe and the evaporator. 

Remove the evaporator. 

11. Remove motor and cross flow fan 

Remove the screw of the step motor and
remove the step motor. 

Remove the screw of the motor press 
plate. Remove the press plate. 

evaporator

step motor

press plate







(1)

(2)

Terminal of 
compressor 
overload 
protection

Terminal of 
temperature 
sensor

Terminal of 
4-way valve
Terminal of 
outdoor fan

Terminal of 
compressor wire

PFC induction 
wire

grounding wire

circlip

retainer

high and low 
pressure switch



screws

screws

screws

screws

screws
screws

screws

electric box assy

electric box 
    cover

clasp(left)

clasp(right)



sticking 
stripe 

soundproof 
sponge







ProcedureSteps

a

b

1. Remove top cover and front side plate

 

top panel 

Loosen the screws connecting the 
front side panel and mask and chassis. 
Remove the front side panel.

front side plate

2. Remove grille 

 
Twist off the screws connecting the grille
and panel, and then remove the grille.

grille

valve cover

Use the screwdriver to remove the 
screws connecting the top panel and 
panel and side panels. Remove the 
top panel.Loosen the screws fixing the 
valve cover and then remove the 
valve cover.



ProcedursSteps

3. Remove panel 

 
Twist off the screws connecting the panel, 
chassis and motor support with screwd-
river, and then remove the panel.

4. Remove guard grille

Twist off the screws fixing the guard grille 
and then remove the guard grille.

5. Remove handle

Twist off the screws fixing the handle and 
then remove the handle.

panel

guard grille

handle



ProcedureSteps

a

b

6. Remove right side plate

Twist off the screws connecting the right 
side plate and chassis, valve support 
and condenser, and then remove the 
right side plate.

Twist off the screws on electric box 
cover with screwdriver, and then
remove the electric box cover.

Twist off the screws on electric box, cut 
off the tieline with scissors or pliers, pull 
out the wiring terminal, pull it upwards to 
remove the electric box.

7. Remove electric box  

right side plate

electric box cover

electric box



ProcedureSteps

c

8. Remove left side plate 

9. Remove axial flow blade

electric box 1

left side plate 

axial flow blade 

Twist off the screws between electric 
box 1 and left side plate with screw-
driver, pull it upwards to remove the 
electric box 1.

Twist off the screws connecting the
left side plate and chassis with
screwdriver, and then remove the
left side plate.

Twist off the nuts on blade with
wrench and then remove the axial
flow blade.



ProcedureSteps

a

b

10. Remove motor and motor support

11. Remove 4-way valve

 

motor

motor support

4-way valve

Twist off the tapping screws fixing
the motor, pull out the pin of leading
wire for motor and then remove the
motor.

Twist off the tapping screws fixing
the motor support, pull it upwards
and then remove the motor support.

Unsolder the pipeline between
compressor, condenser, gas and
liquid valve, and then remove the
4-way valve. (note: release all
refrigerant before unsoldering).



ProcedureSteps

 

gas valve

liquid valve 

compressor 

isolation sheet 

12. Remove gas valve and liquid valve

Twist off the 2 bolts fixing the valve
sub-assy. Unsolder the soldering
joint between gas valve and
air-return pipeand then remove the
gas valve.(note: when unsoldering
the soldering joint, wrap the gas
valve with wet cloth completely to
avoid the damage to valve, and
release all refrigerant completely at
first). Unsolder the soldering joint
between liquid valve and connection
pipe of liquid valve, and then
remove the liquid valve.

13. Remove compressor

Twist off the 3 foot nuts on compressor 
and then remove the compressor.

14. Remove isolation sheet

Twist off the screws connecting
isolation sheet and end plate of
condenser and chassis, and then
remove the isolation sheet.



ProcedureSteps

condenser 

support plate of 
condenser

chassis

15. Remove support plate of condenser

Twist off the screws connecting the
support plate of condenser and
condenser with screwdriver, and
then remove the support plate of
condenser.

16. Remove chassis and condenser

Pull it upwards to separate the chassis 
and condenser.





The length is equal

Improper expanding

leaning damaged
surface

crack uneven
thickness

Smooth surface

Downwards

Pipe

Shaper

Union pipe

Pipe

Expander

Hard
mold

Pipe

Pipe

Pipe cutter

Leaning Uneven Burr
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